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Abstract— Railway gates are generally opened or closed 

manually by a gate keeper. But some railway crossings are 

totally unmanned and many railway accidents occur at these 

level crossings. Through this project we have tried to 

automate the process of railway gate control with the help of 

IR sensors, keeping in mind the complete safety of human 

life. Reflective type IR sensors, where the IR transmitter and 

receiver are placed side by side, are used. When there is no 

obstacle in front of the sensor, the IR rays travel undetected. 

If there is an obstacle, the IR Rays gets reflected from the 

surface of the obstacle and are incident on the IR Receiver. 

This setup can be used to detect an object like a train and in 

turn can be used to control the motor with the help of 

microcontroller. Some additional features include track 

security, to detect if there is a crack in the track, bollards at 

the gate to stop any object from passing after the gate closes, 

anti-collision to prevent loss of life by getting hit by the train 

and an LCD display and a buzzer for alerting in the condition 

of an accident. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The railway system is the most commonly used transportation 

mode in India. It is also one of those modes of transport that 

faces a lot of challenges due to human errors such as level 

cross accidents, collisions, etc. A level cross, an intersection 

of a road and a railway line, requires human coordination, the 

lack of which leads to accidents. Level crosses are controlled 

by manually operated gates. In order to avoid the human 

errors that could occur during the operation of gates, the 

proposed paper introduces the concept of railway gate 

automation. Level crossings are managed by the gatekeeper 

and the gatekeeper is instructed by the means of telephone at 

most of the level cross from the control room. But the rate of 

manual error that could occur at these level crosses are high 

because they are unsafe to perform without actual knowledge 

about the train time table. Delay in the opening and closing 

of the gate could lead to railway accidents. [2] According to a 

report by The Times of India, mishaps at level crossings are 

the biggest killer, accounting for 40% of train accidents and 

66% of fatalities, reflecting the railways' failure to man these 

crossings. There are 30,348 level crossings, of which around 

40% (11,563) are unmanned. This project is developed in 

order to help the Indian Railways in making its present 

working system a better one, by eliminating some of the 

loopholes existing in it. To avoid accidents at railway 

crossings, automatic and independent railway gate system 

comes in picture. Using simple electronic components, we 

have successfully tried to automate the control of railway 

gates. 

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The basic principle of operation behind the working of this 

project lies in the functioning of IR sensors. An IR sensor 

consists of two parts, the emitter circuit and the detector 

circuit. The emitter is simply the IR LED (Light Emitting 

Diode) and the detector is the IR photodiode which is 

sensitive to IR light of the same wavelength as that emitted 

by the IR LED. The IR sensor used is a Reflective type IR 

sensor, where the LED and photodiode are placed side by 

side. IR sensors are used for detecting the following two 

conditions in this project. 

A. Arrival & Departure of a Train 

The IR sensors are placed at an appropriate distance from the 

gate, about a kilometer away. When the train arrives, the first 

IR pair detects the train and with the help of the controller, 

the motor is moved to close the gate. Similarly, when the 

second IR pair detects the departure of the train, the motor 

moves to open the gate. [3] 

B. Man Stuck at Gate 

When the gate closes at the time of arrival of the train, if any 

human vehicle gets stuck at the gate then this condition is 

sensed by the IR sensors. 

 
Fig. 1: Gate Closing on Arrival of the Train 

 
Fig. 2: Gate Opening on Deaprture of the Train 

III. MICROCONTROLLER AT89S52 

The AT89S52 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS 8-

bit microcontroller with 8K bytes of in-system programmable 

Flash memory. The device is manufactured using Atmel‘s 

high density nonvolatile memory technology. The AT89S52 

provides the following standard features: 8K bytes of Flash, 
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256 bytes of RAM, 32 I/O lines, Watchdog timer, two data 

pointers, three 16-bit timer/counters, a six vector two-level 

interrupt architecture, a full duplex serial port, on-chip 

oscillator, and clock circuitry. 

IV. BOLLARDS 

A bollard is a sturdy, short, vertical post. Bollards are used at 

the gate to provide further security by preventing any object 

from passing through when the gate is closed. In this project, 

we have used bollards in such a way that as the gate closes, 

the bollards come up and stop any human or vehicle for 

passing through while the gate is closed. Bollards add to the 

security of the automatic railway gate control system. If any 

vehicle tried to cross while the gate is closed, it would be 

stopped by the bollards. Thus bollards provide the function of 

improving the security of the automatic railway gate control 

system, making it safer and reducing loss of life due to 

collision with the train. 

V. ANTI-COLLISION 

IR sensors are used at the gate to detect if any man is stuck at 

the gate after the gate is closed. Sometimes, a human being or 

a small animal or vehicle may manage to pass through when 

the gate is closing but won’t be able to get across or reach 

back as the train approaches and the bollards come up. The 

person may end up colliding with the train and getting hurt or 

worse, losing their life. Such a situation can lead to an 

accident or even loss of life of the person who is stuck at the 

gate. In such a situation, to prevent the loss of life of the 

person who is stuck at the gate, we have used IR sensors at 

the gate. The IR sensors used are Reflective type IR sensors. 

The IR rays emitted by the IR transmitter get reflected from 

the person stuck at the gate and are incident on the IR 

receiver. When it is detected that a person is stuck after the 

gate has been closed, this information is sent to the controller. 

The controller then signals the train to stop through RF 

communication. And in this way we can prevent a potential 

accident from taking place. 

VI. TRACK SECURITY 

Railway is the backbone of transport system in India. Rail 

accidents occur more due to derailments than collision or fire 

in trains. These derailments are due to cracks in the railway 

tracks. Therefore, there is an immense need of crack detection 

and security system. The damages to tracks are 

predominantly due to missing fish plates. Missing fish plates 

accounts for the maximum number of such cases. People 

illegally remove fish plates for monetary benefits. Various 

terrorist outfits have also been involved in such detrimental 

activities. Fishplates are tampered when the nuts and bolts are 

loosened so that the railway lines wouldn’t remain perfectly 

aligned, leading to derailment of trains. The track consists of 

a wire attached along the entire length of the track. If there is 

a crack in the track, the wire will break. This information is 

sent to the train that comes on same track and train the 

automatically stops. This prevents derailing of the train and 

thus prevents an accident from taking place. Also, there are 

phis plate sensors attached to the railway track. In case of any 

damage to the track which can cause derailing of the train, the 

phis plate sensors will detect this damage. A signal will be 

sent to the controller and the train will stop. 

VII. MOTOR DRIVER IC 

The Motor Driver IC used is L293D. The L293D IC receives 

signals from the microprocessor and transmits the relative 

signal to the motors. It has two voltage pins, one of which is 

used to draw current for the working of the L293D and the 

other is used to apply voltage to the motors. The L293D 

switches it output signal according to the input received from 

the microprocessor. We have used two motors in this project, 

one for controlling the gate operation and the other for 

bollard. For controlling a dc motor we use H bridge circuit. 

In this project we use a four transistor circuit to control the 

movement of dc motor for forward and reverse movement. 

 
Fig. 3: Forward Movement of Motor 

 
Fig. 4: Backward Movement of Motor 

The H-bridge circuit consists of two NPN and two 

PNP transistors. If we give a positive voltage to the base of 

left junction and negative voltage to the right junction then 

motor moves to one direction. If the voltage is reverse on the 

base point then motor moves to the reverse direction. This is 

how the motor moves in both forward and reverse direction. 
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VIII. ALERTING SYSTEMS 

The following electronic components have been used for 

alerting about various conditions 

A. Buzzer 

A buzzer is a device which makes a buzzing or beeping noise. 

Buzzer is considered to be an indicator, which indicates 

something is happening in circuit. We have used a buzzer is 

for alerting when either a man is stuck at the gate after the 

gate is closed or when there is an obstacle in the path of the 

train. 

B. LCD Display 

A 16x2 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) is used. 16×2 LCD is 

named so because it has 16 Columns and 2 Rows. An LCD 

Display is used to display when the train is arriving or 

departing. It displays about the arrival of the train when the 

train crosses the first IR pair and the gate closes. It displays 

about the departure of the train when the train crosses the 

second IR pair and the gate opens. 
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